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PLEASE NOTE: THIS IS A COMPLETE LIST OF EQUIPMENT THAT WE CARRY AND MAY BE AVAILABLE TO LEND. 
IF AN ITEM YOU ARE LOOKING FOR IS NOT ON THIS LIST OR THE SUPPLIES WE LEND LIST , KATY'S KLOSET
DOES NOT CARRY THAT ITEM.

PLEASE HAVE ITEM NAME AND ITEM # READY, IF LISTED, FOR VOLUNTEER WHEN YOU SPEAK WITH THEM TO SCHEDULE AN ORDER.
Must specify seated hip or seat width for all wheelchair orders. 

Item Name Item # Item Description

Group: Adult Bathing Aid 
Suggested 
Donation

Adult Shower chair no back 100101 Seat approximately 19". Requires minimum 20" tub width. Brands vary. $10
Adult Shower chair with back 100102 $15
Adult shower chair with back and arms 100114 $25

Adult shower stool round
100115

Smaller than standard shower chairs. Seat diam approx 12". Total width approx 
14". Sizes vary.

$10

Adult shower/toilet chair rolling 100105 $25
Bath lift QTY 100103 Power operated lift that lowers individuals in/out of bath tub. $25

Bathtub safety rail 100104
Clamp with strong locking mechanism allows rail to securely clamp on to the side 
of the tub. 

$5

Shampoo rinse basin 100106 Plastic rinse basin for hair washing, ear irrigation or scalp treatment in bed. $5
Shower grab bars suction 100107 $5
Shower grab bars wall mount 100108 $5
Shower head handheld 100109 $10
Sitz bath 100110 Sets inside toilet seat to aid in cleansing perineum. $5
Tub transfer bench padded QTY 100116 Limited quanties. Assists individuals to enter and exit bathtub. Brands vary $15

Tub transfer bench sliding QTY
100111

Limited quantities. Seat slides across bench so user does not have to transfer 
themselves.

$15

Tub transfer bench standard QTY 100112 Limited quantities. Assists individuals to enter and exit bathtub. $15

Group: Adult Manual Wheelchair
Suggested 
Donation

Adult one arm drive wheelchair Specify seated hip width (in) and drive side.  Limited Quantities $40-$75
Adult Specialized Wheelchair Specify seated hip width (in). Limited Quantities $40-$75
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Adult Sport Wheelchair Specify seated hip width (in). Limited Quantities $40-$75
Adult Tilt in Space Wheelchair Specify seated hip width (in). Limited Quantities $40-$75
Adult wheelchair back support cushion 100204 Specify width (in) if needed for own wheelchair. $10
Adult wheelchair bag 100207 $5
Adult wheelchair comfort arms 100203 May be molded or soft arm support for manual wheelchair. $5
Adult wheelchair reclining high back with 
elevating leg rests

100208
Specify seated hip width (in). High-back reclining wheelchairs can assist 
individuals who need extra trunk support. $40

Adult wheelchair standard with elevating 
leg rests

100200
Specify seated hip width (in).  Limited quantities. Self propelled or caregiver push. 
Large wheels in back. $40

Adult wheelchair standard with non 
elevating footrests

100201
Specify seated hip width (in).  Limited quantities. Self propelled or caregiver push. 
Large wheels in back. Standard foot rests. $40

Adult wheelchair seat cushion 100205 Specify width in inches if needed for own wheelchair. $10

Adult wheelchair transport
100202

Specify seated hip width (in). Limited quanties. Light weight with 4 small wheels, 
foldable for easy transport. Caregiver push only. $30

Adult wheelchair tray 100206 Specify arm to arm width (in). $10

Group: Adult Seating and Positioning
Suggested 
Donation

Broda Wheelchair QTY 100300 Specify seated hip width (in). Brands vary. Limited Quantities $50

Geri chair QTY
100301

Specify seated hip width (in). Brands vary. Medical recliner on wheels. Limited 
Quantities $75

Group: Adult Toileting Aid 
Suggested 
Donation

Bed pan 100400 $5
Commode drop arm QTY 100401 Limited Quantities $20
Commode liners 100418 Disposable commode liner reduce cleaning time and infection risk.  $5

Commode standard
100402

Standard commode. Can be used over toilet or at bedside with bucket. Adjustable 
height. $10

Squatty potty foot stool 100403 $5
Toilet riser elongated arms bolt on 100412 $15
Toilet riser elongated no arms bolt on 100405 $15
Toilet riser no arms clamp on 100419 Must remove toilet seat to use. By Drive Medical. $10
Toilet riser round arms clamp on 100410 $15
Toilet riser round no arms free standing 100409 $10
Toilet safety frame bolt on 100413 Frame bolts on back of toilet and handles go to floor for stability $15
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Toilet safety frame free standing 100414 $15
Toilet safety rails bolt on 100415 Rails bolt on back of toilet and handles rest between toilet bowl and toilet seat $15
Urinal female 100416 Limited Quantities. $5
Urinal male 100417 $5

Group: Adult Walker
Suggested 
Donation

Adult walker 3 wheel QTY 100500 Limited Quantities $10
Adult walker bag 100510 $5
Adult walker EZ Fold N Go 100513 lightweight portable walker, no seat $10
Adult walker hemi 100501 Side style hemi walker for users with use of only one hand or arm. $10
Adult walker junior aluminum with rear glides100516 For petite adults 4'6" to 5'5". Folds easily/no seat. $10
Adult walker junior aluminum w/rear rubber tips100518 For petite adults 4'6" to 5'5". Folds easily/no seat. $10
Adult walker junior aluminum with rear skis100517 For petite adults 4'6" to 5'5". Folds easily/no seat. $10
Adult walker junior aluminum w/4 rubber tips100515 For petite adults 4'6" to 5'5". Folds easily/no seat. $10
Adult walker Parkinson's/U Step QTY 100502 Limited Quantities $50
Adult walker reverse 100503 Walker is positioned behind the user to facilitate a more upright posture. $10
Adult walker rolling/rollator 100504 4 wheels, hand brakes and a seat for resting. Folds up but is larger than std $25
Adult walker standard aluminum w/4 
rubber tips 100506

Folds easily, no wheels, no seat. Provides extra stability for individuals that are non 
weight bearing. $10

Adult walker standard aluminum w/rear 
glides 100505

Folds easily, no seat. 5" wheels on front and 2 glides on back often used on hard 
floor surfaces. $10

Adult walker standard aluminum w/rear 
rubber tips

100511 Folds easily, no seat. 5" wheels on front and 2 rubber tips on back 
$10

Adult walker standard aluminum w/rear 100507 Folds easily, no seat. 5" wheels in front and 2 skis in back often used on carpeted $10
Adult walker standard basket 100512 Specify walker brand (Drive, Guardian or Sunrise) if needed for own walker $5
Adult walker standard tray 100509 Specify walker brand (Drive, Guardian or Sunrise) if needed for own walker. $5
Adult walker upright QTY 100508 Limited Quantities. Brands vary. Allows user to maintain more upright posture. $40
Platform walker attachment 100609 Attaches to either side (left or right) of adult standard aluminum walker. $10

Group: Augmentative and Alternative 
Communication

Suggested 
Donation

Communication Device Brands and modesl vary. Limited Quantities. $50
Floor mount for Communication Device $20
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Group: Cane/Crutch 
Suggested 
Donation

Child quad canes $10
Child forearm crutches $10
Cane bariatric 100600 Designed to withstand more pressure and stress than standard canes $15

Cane quad large base 100610 Metal base on the bottom with four small feet that extend from the base $10
Cane quad small base 100611 Metal base on the bottom with four small feet that extend from the base. $10
Cane standard 100603 $10
Crutches forearm pair 100606 $10
Crutches rebound pair 100602 Limited quantities. Revolutionary spring action and ergonomic handle. $25
Crutches standard pair 100605 $10
Hurrycane (folds up) 100607 Easily folds to one-third its normal size. $10

iWALK hands free crutch QTY
100608

Limited quantities. Gives hands-free mobility for below the knee non-weight 
bearing injuries $15

Group: Child Bathing/Toileting Aid 
Suggested 
Donation

Child bath chair $25
Child bath support $10
Child bath chair base $10
Child shower chair $40
Child toilet chair $40
Child toilet/shower chair $40

Group: Child Gait Trainer 
Suggested 
Donation

Child Gait Trainer $25-$60
Up and Go Harness QTY 100823 Small Up and Go Seat Harness $10

Group: Child Manual Wheelchair 
Suggested 
Donation

Child fold up wheelchair SHORT TERM 3 month loan period. 40
Child one arm drive wheelchair 40
Child specialized wheelchair 40
Child's Tilt in Space Wheelchair Limited Quantities 40
Child Wheelchair Tray 5
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Group: Child Seating and Positioning
Suggested 
Donation

Child activity chair $40
Child bolster chair $10
Child corner chair $15
Child easel $10
Child footstool block style $5
Child positioning chair $40
Child posture chair $25
Child seat liner $5
Child sensory chair QTY 101100 Bilibo. General width 15" and height 9". $10
Childshape chair $10
Child table $10
Child tripp trapp chair $40
Floor sitter $25
Mobility base $10

Group: Child Walker
Suggested 
Donation

Child forward walker $10
Child forward walker 4 rubber tips M QTY 100902 Handle height range 25-30" $10
Child forward walker 4 rubber tips S QTY 100904 Handle height range 22-26" $10
Child forward walker front wheels L QTY 100901 Handle height range 29-33" $10
Child forward walker front wheels M QTY 100903 Handle height range 25-30" $10
Child forward walker front wheels XS QTY100900 Handle height range 16-21" $10
Child reverse walker $10

Group: Daily Living Aid 
Suggested 
Donation

Adaptive utensils various 101000 Assorted. Indicate specific item needed. $5
Adult bib 101001 Vinyl or plastic only. $5
Blood pressure machine for arm 101004 $5
Blood pressure machine for wrist 101007 $5
Button hook 101009 $5
Car door assist handle 101028 Handy Bar assist handle for getting in and out of cars. Brands vary. $5
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Dressing stick 101011 $5
Elastic shoe laces 101012 $5
Grabber/reacher 101013 $5
Leg lifter 101014 $5
Long handled sponge 101016 $5
Pill box 101018 Specify # doses per day $5
Pill crusher 101026 Specify if pill crusher/splitter combo desired. $5

Pulse oximeter 101019
Small device clips to finger/other to measure how well heart is pumping blood 
through body. $5

Shoe horn 101020 $5
Sickness/vomit bag 101021 $5
Slipper socks 101022 Specify size $5
Sock aid 101023 $5

Group: Hospital Bed 
Suggested 
Donation

Hospital Bed Semi Electric
Limited Quantities. Standard hospitel bed mattress is included unless otherwise 
indicated. Bed rails need to be added to order if needed. $75

Hospital Bed Fully Electric
Limited Quantities. Standard hospitel bed mattress is included unless otherwise 
indicated. Bed rails need to be added to order if needed. $100

Hospital bed rail (pair) 101401 Need to add to order with hospital bed if required. $25
Bed Table QTY 101400 Limited quantities. Usually adjustable height. May or may not have wheels. $15

Halo Safety Ring QTY

101405

Provides series of grab bars at just about any angle for secure handhold for getting 
in or out of bed. When used on a hospital/adjustable bed, the Halo is mounted to 
the bed deck so that it raises and lowers with the head section.  DOES NOT work 
with traditional mattress/box spring. $15

Trapeze free standing QTY
101402

Helps patient change positions while in bed, and aid in transfer from bed to chairs.
$15

Trapeze hospital bed mount QTY
101403

Attaches to bed to help user change positions while in bed, and aid in transfer from 
bed to chairs. $15

Group: Knee Scooter Short Term
Suggested 
Donation

Knee scooter SHORT TERM Limited quantities. Short term (3 month) loan period. $40

Group: Miscellaneous 
Suggested 
Donation
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Alarm bed QTY 101500 Limited quantities $5
Alarm chair 101501 Limited quantities $5
Alarm floormat 101502 $5
Baby monitor 101503 $5
Bed rail for standard beds 101504 Safety rail also assists with transfers. Brands vary. $5
Bed risers 101505 Set of 4 supports that elevate the bed. $5
Bed side helper assist rail QTY 101521 By Drive Medical. Attaches to Hollywood-style metal bed frame. $5
Bed wedge pillow 101519 Triangular shape generally used to elevate upper body. $5

Blanket lifter
101506

Lift blankets and bedding off of your feet and legs to protect sensitive skin areas.
$5

Crash mat QTY 101509 Also known as fall mat or landing mat $10
Hip protector 101511 $5
Inflatable mattress pad QTY 101512 Limited quantities. Waffle Expansion Control Mattress Pad with Pump. Twin only. $5
IV pole 101513 $5

Roho cushion with pump
101515

For preventing pressure sores. Can be used with standard chairs or wheelchairs. 
Specify size $40

Seat assist self-powered lifting device
101516

Portable lifting seat with pneumatic spring-assist to gently lift up to 70% (varies) of 
user's weight. $10

Sensory toy 101517 Assorted toys available. $5

Stander Couch Cane QTY
Standing handle used with both hands provides balance and support for up to 250 
lbs when sitting or standing. $10

Turn and position sheet 101514
Turn and position sheet with handles Provides a safe way to reposition and turn 
your patients $10

Universal stand assist handles QTY 101523 Adjustable standing mobility aid for chairs or sofa. Brands vary. Limited quantities. $10
Wedge leg elevation 101518 $5
Wedge side positioning 101520 Body positioning wedge for side-lying support and trunk stabilization. $5
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Group: Power Scooter 
Suggested 
Donation

Power Scooter
Limited Quantities. Specify seated hip width. See Borrowing Power Wheelchairs 
and Scooters document. $100

Group: Power Wheelchair 
Suggested 
Donation

Power Wheelchair
Limited Quantities. Specify seated hip width. See Borrowing Power Wheelchairs 
and Scooters document/ $100

Child Power Wheelchair
Limited Quantities. Specify seated hip width. See Borrowing Power Wheelchairs 
and Scooters document. $100

Group: Recreational Aid
Suggested 
Donation

Adaptive swing Limited Quantities $25
Child Adaptive Bike/Tricycle Limited Quantities $25

Child Swim Aid QTY
Limited Quantities. Danmar Dolphin Float System- Size Small. MAX weight 30-75 
lb. $10

Adult Adaptive Bike/Tricycle Limited Quanties $40
Swim Cushion Float Collar QTY 104001 Kiefer Brand. Overall Width 14", Length 21". Neck hole diameter 3.75". Fits adult $10

Swim ear band-it Large QTY
104007

Ages 10-adult. For swimming or bathing. Neoprene fabric. Prevents swimmer's ear 
or for those with ear tubes. $10

Swim head support Large QTY 104004 Max weight 50-175 lbs. Danmar brand. Head float offers support in water. $10
Swim head support Small QTY 104005 Max weight 20-40 lbs. Danmar brand. Head float offers support in water. $10
Swim float sytem Small QTY 104002 Max weight 30-75 lbs. 12"W x 19" L, Danmar Dolphin Float System $10

Swim neck collar infant QTY 104006
For kids 3 and under. Neck diameter 3.5". MUST BE USED UNDER ADULT 
SUPERVISION. $10

Swim Upright Float Medium QTY 104000 Theraquatics brand. Triangular shaped ring. Velcro opening for waist adjustments. $10

Group: Stander
Suggested 
Donation

Child Mobile Stander $50-$75
Child Stander Dynamic $50-$75
Child Stander Prone $50-$75
Child Stander Prone/Supine $50-$75
Child Stander Supine $50-$75
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Child Stander Upright $50-$75
Sit to Stand Stander $50-$75

Group: Stroller 
Child Stroller Base $5
Child Stroller Standard $40-$50
Child Stroller with Support $40-$50
Child Stroller with Tilt $40-$50
Jogging stroller Limited quantities. Child and adult. Single and double. $40-$75

Group: Therapy Aid 
Suggested 
Donation

Balance board $15
Bolster swing $25
Cold pack 102600 $5
Child floor scooter $10
Child wedge $10
Floor mat $10
Floor scooter rectangular 104003 18" x 28.5". Can be used in sitting, prone, supine. Often used in therapy settings. $10
Foam Roller 102614 $10
Gait belt 102601 belt around patient designed to provide strong and stable patient transfer $5
Half Foam Roller 102615 $5
Hot and cold pack 102602 $5
Ice machine Hip 102613 $25
Ice machine Knee 102611 $25
Ice machine Shoulder 102612 $25

Pedal Exerciser QTY
102603

Used for improving strength/range of motion in upper or lower body,sitting or lying 
down. $10

Positioning wedge $10
Pulley exerciser 102604 Band with handles used to increase shoulder range of motion $10
Theracane massager 102605 Handheld self back massager $10

Therapy ball 102606
Limited quantities and sizes. Balls used in exercise and physical therapy to benefit 
the body by becoming stronger $15

Therapy peanut 102607 Limited quantities and sizes. Peanut shaped ball used in physical therapy. $20
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Therapy step
102608

Independent steps used in physical therapy to improve balance training and 
body mechanics $25

T-stool 102616 For balance challenging. Varied types. Some height adjustable. $10
Tummy time swing $15
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Group: Transfer Aid
Suggested 
Donation

Hydraulic Sit to Stand QTY
102710

Limited quantities. Brands vary.  Similar to a Get-u-Up. Sling required. Weight 
capacity 350#. Requires partial weight bearing for transfers. $75

Manual Patient/Portable Hoyer Lift QTY
102707

Limited quantities. Portable/Travel Patient/Hoyer Lift for transfers. Specify type of 
sling required. $40

Hydraulic Manual Patient/Hoyer Lift Standard QTY102700 Limited quantities. Patient/hoyer lift used for transfers. Specify type of sling 
required. .

$40

Manual Sit to Stand QTY
102701

Limited quantities. Encourages users to pull themselves up into a standing position 
for transfer. $75

Power Patient Lift
Limited quantities. Power patient/hoyer lift for transfers. Specify type of sling 
required. $100

Power Sit to Stand Limited quantities.Specify type of sling needed. $100
Ramp Limited quanties. Specify length needed. $30-$100

Ramp Threshold
Limited quantities. 1 1/2 inch rise,  33 1/2 inch wide,  8 inch long. Dimensions are 
approximate $15

Sling for patient/hoyer lift.
102708

Specify type of transfers will be used for, need for head control and use for 
toileting transfers. $10

Transfer beasy board 102702
Curved sliding transfer board ideal for transferring when arm of wheelchair is not 
removable or wheel is an obstacle $15

Transfer disc standing
102703

User stands on disc surface and is able to conveniently swivel for easy pivot 
transfer $10

Transfer pivot disc seating 102704 Turns any seated surface into a convenient swivel for easy pivot transfers $10
Transfer pole QTY 102705 Limited to 9 foot ceilings. For people who need help sitting down, getting up and $15

Transfer slide board for commode
102709

Curved shape to fit around arm of wheelchair and toilet seat. Can remain in place 
for toileting. $10

Transfer slide board straight 102706 flat board to bridge two surfaces for transfer $10


